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I n t e g r a t i o n w i th r e s p e c t to o p e r a t o r - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s 
By GREGERS L. KRABBE in Lafayette (Indiana, U. S. A.) 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Our basic problem is to integrate scalar-valued functions with 
respect to operator-valued functions that are not of bounded variation. 
Given a fixed measure space (/?,•«)> ©>• denote the Banach space of 
endomorphisms of Lr{R, ,«) (see [4, p. 51]1)). Let J be a fixed compact sub-
interval of ]—oo, oo[. Suppose that E, is a function on J which assumes its 
values in this article is chiefly concerned with the convergence in @r of 
the integral 
(1) | 'm-dE,.(/.), 
where / belongs to the class ®(J) of all simply-discontinuous, complex-valued 
functions. The integrator Er need not be of bounded variation in the sense 
of H I L L E [4, p. 59]; see for example 10.7. Part 111 of this article deals with 
applications to the theory of multipliers of Fourier series. 
Suppose for a moment that E,- is a resolution of the identity in L,(R, ,a) 
(in the sense of [17, p. 174]). The integral (1) need not converge in ®2 for 
all / in @(7). This situation is remedied by interpreting (1) in the modified 
Pollard—Moore—Stieltjes sense [3, p. 273]; the integral shall then be sym-
bolized by either of the following two notations: 
(2) E, . ( / ) = (©,.)cj)/.rf£,.. 
1.2. The Wiener—Young class °\fv(J) consists of all complex-valued 
functions / such that Vp(f)=fc°o} where 
! / , ( / ) = sup ( Z l / ( A ) - / ( « * ) i T k 
over every choice of a finite number of non-overlapping subintervals [«/. , ft ] 
') The topology of is also called the uniform operator-topology. 
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of J (WIENER [18] , YOUNG [19] , and 4 . 2 ) . Let ¿ 0 = Z.°(tf,,«) be the class of 
all (R, ¡u)-simple functions. If then we def ine: 
(3) | 7 | , = s u p { | | 7 x | | , . : x £ L ° and | | x | | , . ^ l } ; 
it is clear that the eventuality \T\r=f=oo implies that 7,. where T, denotes 
the continuous extension of T from L" to L, {R, ,u). 
1.3. Suppose that E is a resolution of the identity in L2(R, ,«•) such that 
(v) oo=£sup|£(Z) | . , whenever l < s < o o . 
xe.r 
The integrator Er is now defined for all I in J by the relation £ , ( / ) = £(/.),• 
(as in 1.2, E{k)r is the continuous extension to L, (R, ,«))• t>e proved 
that, if \^p<o°, then there exists an interval I(p) such that the integral (2) 
converges in G,. for each r in /(/?) whenever f f W p U ) . It turns out that the 
mapping /—* E , ( / ) is a continuous linear transformation of the Banach 
space °\¥lt(J) i n t o 'f P>Q then : 
®(J) ZD %9P(J) ZD X =) ( / ) = {bounded variation} 
2 i / ( p ) c / ( < 7 ) e / ( l ) = ]l>oo[. 
1.4. M o t i v a t i o n . Suppose \<r<<x>, r=f= 2. Let / be the function 
defined by f { l ) = l for each I in J. There are some integrators Ev with the 
following property: there exists no spectral measure M such that 
j\-M(dk) = (®r)§f-dEr, 
although the integral on the right-hand side converges. More details are given 
in 6 .1 and 10. 7. 
2. Two applications to the theory of multiplier transformations 
2. 1. Consider a complete orthonormal system {<£>„'• n £ R}cz®(J), where 
R is now a subset of the integers. In this case, the measure space (R, u) is 
so chosen that Lr(R, fi) becomes the sequence space usually denoted /,. If 
x £ / 1 ; let x be the function defined as follows: 
x ( / ) = 2 , x , . - 0 r ( / ) ( I f J ) . 
I f / £ @ ( 7 ) , then / # x is defined as the sequence of Fourier coefficients of 
the function I—*f{l)-x(^). Let f# denote the mapping x — > - / # x defined 
on A; HIRSCHMAN-) calls /IT a "multiplier transformation". 
2) The writer is indebted to Professors HIRSCHMAN, GOFFMAN, and HENRIKSEN for va-
luable suggestions. 
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An important problem in the theory of multiplier transformations is to 
find conditions on / which will insure that | r oo; this in turn implies 
that the continuous extension f # r belongs to In § 10 we examine two 
systems {@n:n£R} that give rise to a resolution of the identity E; condition 
1 .3 (v) is satisfied in both cases, and it results from our theory that 
(i) if f £ X ( J ) and r € I(p), then |/# |r ̂  eo. 
In fact, it will be proved that 
(ii) if f 6 °\fP{J) and r £ I(p), then /#(. = E , ( / ) 6 &• 
The first system {®H '- n £ R} is the system of normalized Legendre polynomials 
(see 1 0 . 5 ) ; the proof of (i)—(ii) depends in this case on an article by 
HIRSCHMAN [7] . Property (i) was discovered by H IRSCHMAN [ 5 ] in the case 
where {0n:n£R\ is the trigonometric system; for this second system we 
derive (i)—(ii) directly from .two properties of the Hilbert transformation on 
lP (see 10.6). 
a 
3. Holder-type inequalities and the variation-norm 
3.1. We now return to the general setting described in 1.3. Suppose 
that (x, y ) £ L n X L ° ; the relation 
Ex>y{k)=\yE{k)x-dv ( / . £ / ) 
a. 
defines a complex-valued function E r t y . We. write 
(1) Ur = { ( x , y ) i L ° X t ° - - I M M . 1 and 
where r' = r/(r—1). The variation-norm is defined as follows: 
Vq ( £ ) , = sup { V , (Er. „): (x, y) £ U,-}. 
When / € © ( / ) it is easy to verify the familiar inequalities 
(iii) / ) „ < « > , 
where 9 i ( / ; J)m = sup {|/(A)|: / £ /} . The norm W(f)v = ' ) i ( f - j y + V P ( f ) 
makes ^ f p i j ) into a Banach space. 
Suppose l<p<°° and r£l(p). Our approach involves establishing the 
existence of a number q> 1 such that and 
(iii*) \(®T)§f-dEr\r^B{r,p)- Vq(E)r- W{f)p<oo 
(where B(r,p) is independent of / and E), for all / in "WpiJ). This is 
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elosely related to a theorem obtained for scalar-valued integrators by L O V E 
and Y O U N G [ 1 5 ] ; in fact, their results originate from the same inequality") 
that we use to prove (in*). A suitable definition of Vm (£),. conserves the 
inequality (iii*) in the case p = 1 (see 9.7). 
P A R T ' I 
4. Preliminaries 
4.1 . A closed interval J is kept fixed throughout. Let ^ be the family 
of all half-open intervals ]a, /?] with end-points cc, /? in J. Let /7 be the class 
of all finite families of disjoint members of "J. In other words, if U, then 
7i: is a disjoint family of intervals / = ] c , / 5 ] c / 
4 .2 . Suppose that F is a vector-valued function on J. In case i £ J we 
write 
(1) ° JF(i) = F(/i) — F(a) whenever i = ]«, A], 
The relation (1) defines on the function ¿IF. If a is a subset of ]—oo, oo[; 
then cT(o) will denote the class of all complex-valued functions on a. If 
cp £ cF(a), we shall write 
ie« 
and 
Ti(cp; a)w = sup | | (p(i)\:i£ a}. 
In case F £ & ( J ) and then we write 
(2) l/„(F) = sup 
rrgn 
5. The variation-norm 
5.1. Besides the interval J, we hold fixed a measure space (R, fi). Let 
D = L"{R, ,u) be the corresponding class of (R, ¡«)-simple functions. The 
spaces L, — Lr{R,fj) are subjected to the usual norm ||x||,.. Let £(L,-, Lr) 
denote the class of all linear mappings of L, into itself. 
If 7 £ £ ( / . , , L2) and {x,y)£L°XL°, then we may write 
= Tx-dfi. 
:!) D u e to L. C . YOUNG [19]. 
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Note that 
(1) | T\r — sup {| TXtV\: (x, y) £ (J,-}; 
| T\r was defined in 1.2 (3) and Ur in 3. 1 (1). 
Unless otherwise specified, E will consistently denote a function on J 
which assumes its values in t{L,,Q. If (x,y)£LnXL" and l ^ J , then £(/>) 
is some member T of t{U, U), so that £ ( / ) . , . , , = 7 k - i s a scalar; the func-
tion Ex,u is defined by the relation 
(2) £ , , , ( / ) = £•( />, , ( U J ) . 
In case 1^/*, q ^ o z we define 
(3) - V9(E)r = sup { V „ ( E X , ' t t ) : ( x , y ) £ U r \ . 
5.2. T h e o r e m . If M(c:, / 3 ) = V ^ E ) ^ , then logM(ci , i i ) is a convex 
function of (a, ¡i) in the rectangle 
5.3. R e m a r k . Let P,, = («„, A>) and A = («],/?,) be any two points 
in the rectangle [0,1] X [0,1]. Theorem 5 .2 is clearly equivalent to the fol-
lowing assertion: if and 
(4) (a,fi) = tPl) + (\-t)Pl, 
then 
(5) M { a , f } ) ^ M { P ^ - M ( P , y - ' . 
P r o o f of 5.2. Take (x, y) £ X LP and n. c j j ; set T(x, y) = /1EX,,, 
(see 4 .2 (1)). Note that T(x,y)£§(n). In view of (5), 5.1 (3), and 4 . 2 ( 2 ) , 
it will clearly suffice to show that 
(6) X(T(x,y); ^v^MiPJ-MiPy-'-||x|HM!>-', 
where r' = r/(r—1) and r = ]/cc. Counting-measure ,t/„ makes (.% ,«„) into a 
measure space such that the norm of L, (n\ ,«„) coincides with the norm 
{(¡p—> 9t(cp; 7c)r) (see 4.2). It is easily checked that {{x,y)-+T(x,y)\ is a 
multilinear mapping into the class of .«„-measurable functions on the set rc; 
the conclusion (6) is now a direct consequence of the Riesz—Thorin theorem 
[20, p. 106]. 
6. The type of integrator that will be used 
6.1. Let M be a spectral measure which assumes its values in the 
space (see 1.1). By definition, M is weakly countably-additive and satis-
fies the relation 
(V*) < * > = £ S U P | M ( < 7 ) | , . , 
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where ¿8 is the ring of Borel subsets of J (see [1, p. 324]). Consequently, 
the integral 
\m-M{di.) 
can be defined when / $ © ( 7 ) (see [1, p. 340]). It will be shown in 10.7 
that this type of integration is too restrictive for our purposes. Let ( 2 (7) be 
the class of all complex-valued, continuous functions on J, and suppose that 
Er assumes its values in {£,.. If °ozf= V-,(E,)r, then the Stieltjes integral 
( 1 ) \m-dEr{l) (where 7 c ( 2 ( 7 ) ) , 
is easily seen to converge in General results concerning the case 
o= = 1/,(£,.),. have apparently not yet been published. In 10.7 will be dis-
played an integrator E, with o o = Vx(E,), when r=f= 2, \<r<oo, although 
the integral (1) converges in Let M be the extension to the Borel ring 
cB of the set-function 4E, (defined by 4 .2 (1)); in view of 5.1 (1) it is 
easily verified that 
(2) sup JEr(i)\,.^ V,(£,),^4sup \M(o)\r, Tten ¿grf • JJ 
where the second inequality comes from [2, p. 97], 5. 1 (2) and 5.1 (1). 
Consequently, from (2) and [4, p. 60] it follows that o°=f= 1/,(Er),- iff Er is 
of "bounded variation" as defined in [4, p. 59].6) 
6.2. R e m a r k . If ill is a spectral resolution, or if E = E, is a reso-
lution of the identity in L,(R, n) (cf. [17, p. 174]), then the relation 
(iv) l/ ,(£), 
follows easily from 6. 1 (2). 
6. 3. D e f i n i t i o n s . Set L, = L(R, it). We will say that E is a V(R, fi)-
type integrator iff £ is a function on J that assumes its values in £(L2 , L.), 
and which simultaneously satisfies (iv) and 
(v) =j= sup | £•(/) ¡s whenever 1 < s < oo. 
If 1 ^ / 7 < o o , then 
/ 0 0 = 4 ¿ < _ 2 £ r ! > f p+1 p—1 \ 
and /(oo) will denote the limit (as p—-oo) of the closure of I(p). 
•') 'iff stands for 'if and only if' 
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6 .4 . R e m a r k . Note that /(<*>) is the set whose only element is 2. 
let I be the region obtained by adding the vertex P0 = (1/2,1) and the open 
base segment O f i = JO, 1[ to the open triangle OBPu (see Fig. 1 below). 
Jf it is immediately verified that 
(3) (a, ft) € / 
Consequently, if then 
(4) r£l(p) iff ( l / r , l / / / ) £ / , 
where p'=p/(p—1). 
6.5. L e m m a . Suppose 
1 <p<oo and r £ I(p). There 
exists a number q such that 
(r1,?-1)^/ and • \<q-l+p~x. 
P r o o f . From (4) and (3) 
it follows readily that 
• , i 1 
m =^r-r< m = 2 p 
iff ~/3<a< 1 —y 
(0,0)-0 
• 1 1 
= min j—, 1 
r 
Fig. 1 
Choose q such that m' <(2q)~l <m". From (2q) x>m' follows q~l+p'l> 1, 
and the relation (r~\q~l)£I comes from (2q)~ y <m" and 6 . 4 (3). 
6 .6 . In case \<p<°° and r £ I(p), we define 
E(r,p)=Vg(E)r, 
where q is the number that was mentioned in 6 .5 . It will be convenient to 
write E(2,o0)=V1(E)1 and E(r, 1) = 2sup{ |£ (A) | , : / £ / ] , 
6.7. T h e o r e m . Let E be a V(R, tu)-type integrator. If 1 and 
r £ Hp), there exists a number t in [0,1] and a number s such that l<s<°° 
and 
(5) E(r,p)nE(2,0c)>.E(s,iy-t<00. 
P r o o f . Note first that / = 1 , 0 when p = oo, 1, respectively. Next, 
suppose 1</7<°O. From 6 . 5 we see that the point P = ( r l , q-1) lies in the 
open triangle P, since P0 = («„, ft0) is the vertex of /, it follows that the line 
from P„ to the point P meets the open basis-segment 0 f i = ]0,1[ at a point 
P\ = (ai, $ ) = («i, 0) (see Fig. 1). Therefore P = (cc, fi) = (r], <r ') lies on the 
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open segment J/5«, and there exists a number 1[ satisfying 5 . 3 (4). 
But the convexity theorem 5 . 2 — 5 . 3 shows that 5 . 3 (4) implies 5 . 3 (5), and 
M(ct,fi)=Viif!(E)lia = E(r,p); a similar reformulation of M(P0) and M{Pi) 
yields the conclusion. 
7. Inequalities for Riemann sums 
7.1. Until further notice, E will be a 1/(7?, ,w)-type integrator (see Defi-
nition 6.3). The variation I/(/),, was defined by 4 .2 (2) in the case / £ e F ( / ) ; 
now set 
W ) = { / ^ ( / ) ; oc=f=\/,(/)}, 
and 
= + s u p { ! / № * € . / } • 
Let ) ' and I" be the end-points of the interval J; we have J = [/', I"] and 
— co < l ' < l " <oc . A member n of the class / / (defined in 4 .1 ) will be called 
a partition for J if n is a cover4) of ]?.', /"]. In other words: n is a partition 
for J iff JT is a finite, disjoint family of intervals ]«, /?] czj such that 
7.2. D e f i n i t i o n . The domain of a function z will be denoted [z]. 
The class 3 will consist of all functions z such that [2] is a partition for J, 
while 
Zi £ int (/') for each i in \z\; 
(int (/) == the interior of i). 
7.3. R e m a r k s . Suppose The members of the partition [2] can 
be arranged in such a way that we can write [z] = {/(&): where 
/(*) = ] t f t . i ,d b] and A' = < / 0 <r f i< . . .< i / 1 l = r (recall that [ k ' , l " \ = J ) \ if 
Ck = Zi(i!), then dk-\<ch<dk. We write 
(1) S ( f ; z) = Z m - d E ( i ) = tf(ch)(E(dl:)~E(d^)): 
»6W /,:=1 
7.4. L e m m a . If f t and z £ 3 , then 
|S(f; z)\, ^E(r,\).W(f)i. 
P r o o f . An application to 7 . 3 ( 1 ) of ABEL'S partial summation formula 
shows that 
S ( f \ z) = J ; ( / ( a - , ) - / ( c , ) ) £ ( < / , - , ) - f ( c , ) E ( d „ ) +f(c,)E(d„) • 
the conclusion now comes from the definition (given in 6 .6) of E(r, 1). 
4) In the sense of [10, p. 49]. 
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7.5. L e m m a. Suppose p-1 + q-l>\ and z£ g. If f £ S f ( J ) andg <E &(J), 
then 
I Z f f r y j g i i ) I qyv„(g)-W(f)2,, 
'€ W 
where A(p,q) is the number defined as follows: 
n=\ 
This lemma is due to L. C . YOUNG ; its proof is sketched in the ap-
pendix. 
7 .6. T h e o r e m . Suppose and r £ I(p). There exists a number 
B(r,p) with the following property: if f t %?V(J) and z £ 3. then 
(2) | S(f;z)\r^B{r,p).E(r,p).W(f)P. 
P r o o f . We define B as follows. If p is an end-point of the interval 
[ l ,oo] and r£l(p), then B(r,p) = 1; if p £ ]1, and r £ I(p), then B(r, p) = 
= A(p,q), where q is the number that was introduced in 6.5. If p — \, then 
(2) is a re-statement of 7.4. Now for the case 1 <p<°°. Suppose that 
(x,y)iUr (as in 3.1 (1)), and let g be the function Ex,{, that was defined 
in 5.1 (2): from 7 .5 we therefore see that 
(3) | Zm)-zlE;„!l{i)\^B{r,pyV„{Ex,il)-W{f)p. 
¿ew 
From 5. 1 (3) and 6. 6 follows that V,,(ETlll) ^ V,(£) , . = E(r, p). Set 7 = S ( f ; z) 
and observe that 
From (3) we accordingly obtain that ^ 
| T, v\^ B(r, p).E{r, PyW(f)v, 
and a glance at 5 .1 (1) now yields the conclusion (2). In the remaining case 
p = oo then r = 2, and the proof of (2) is exactly the same as above, except 
that q = 1; in this case., relation (3) is easily obtained directly. 
8. Simply-discontinuous functions 
8. 1. As before, aF(/) is the class of all complex-valued functions on J. 
Let <3)(7) be the class of all / in SF(/) such that the limits / ( ¿ + 0) exist for 
each I in the interior of J. N . W I E N E R has proved that @ ( / ) Z> ^ p ( / ) 
whenever 1 (see [18] and [19, p. 261]). 
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8.2. L e m m a . Suppose /£ ®(J) and ¿ > 0 . The discontinuities of f on 
J form a denumerable set N, and there exists a member zE of 3 such that 
(1) -Q(/ ; i n t ( / ) ) ^ s for each i in [2s], 
where int (/) = interior of i, and 
(2) £>(/; A) = sup { \ m - m : (6,1) £ 4 X ^ l -
This important lemma was first proved by L E B E S G U E [ 1 3 ] ; see also 
[9, top of p. 705]. 
8 .3. R e m a r k . If AczJ, let yyA denote the characteristic function of 
the set A. If I we write e(Z) = A]. In other words: 
M if e m 
0 ) « ( * ) ( * ) = j 0 if № J ) . 
Note that, if i = ]a, /S], then /Ie(i) = e(i>')—= Consider the function 
defined by the equation 
(4) fB = 2№-de{i) ( i ^ z 8 ] ) ; i. 
this step-function plays an important role in the articles [ 1 4 , 9 ] . It is easily 
seen that, if / £ © ( / ) , then 
(5) 0 = lim sup { \ f ( l ) - f { l ) \ a n d I i j ) ; 
in other words: / = l im/ c (as s —»-0+) uniformly in the complement of the 
denumerable set N that was introduced in 8. 2. 
8 .4 . D e f i n i t i o n . The set 3 c a n tie partially ordered as follows: 
2 = s iff 2 is a refinement of s, in tttp sense that every member of [2] is a 
subset of some member of [s]. 
8 .5 . R e m a r k . Suppose that 2 and 2' belong to 3> a ° d let [zvz'] 
denote the set {(/', /') £ [2] X [2<] '-0=j=i n /'}. Let s be a member of 3 s u c h 
that [s] is the set {in i :{i,i') d [z v2']}. Clearly s^z and s^z'. The relation 
' g ' directs the set 3 (see [10, p. 65 and p. 79]). 
8 . 6 . T h e o r e m . Suppose f € ® ( J ) and Let 2' ' be as in 8 . 2 . If 
z and z' are refinements of z': which belong to 3, then 
|S(f; 2 ) — S ( f ; z%<? = 8-E(2, 00). 
P r o o f . Note that 
S ( f ; 2 ) = Z n O : (/, i) € [z V 2 ' ] } . 
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Consequently, if T= S ( f ; z)—S(f; z') and [x,y)$Ua (as in 3 .1 (1)), then 
(6) T:, u = Z {(f(z<) —f(zi')) E(i n /')),, „: (i, 0 € [z V z']}. 
Let s be as in 8 . 5 ; by transitivity it follows that s=^2<\ This says that 
ini'czj for some j in [2C]. On the other hand, c : / , whence both i 
and /" are included in j. By hypothesis, z ; 6 i n t ( / ) and z'r £ int (/'), so that 2, 
and 2,'. both belong to int(y). Thus, by 8 . 2 (1), \ f ( z ) — f(zi)|gNote that 
(4E(s„)).r;,, ¿IE:r, ,,(.5„). Accordingly, from (6) it can be inferred that 
I T-. „ | « • Z I ^ >, (Sn) \St-VAE);. 
The conclusion now comes from 5 .1 (1) and 6 .6 . 
9. The modified Stieltjes integral 
9.1 . Let G, be the Banach algebra of all bounded linear transformations 
of Lr(R, p) into itself; the topology of is the norm-topology (the norm 
{T-*\T\r} is defined by 1.2 (3)). 
Suppose that / € © ( / ) , and let Er be a function on J which assumes 
its values in a Banach space 33. We write 
(1) S ( f ; z)r = 2f(Zi)-dE,(i). 
It is easily seen that the partial ordering (defined in 8 .4) directs the 
set 3 ; consequently {S ( / ; 2),., 2 £ 3, ^ j forms a net ( 5 , ^ ) (see [10. p. 65]), 
If {S, =s) converges in the topology of 33, then we will say that / is 33-
integrabie with respect to E,, and denote by 
(®)j>fdEr 
the limit in 33 of the net (5, 
9 .2 . R e m a r k . This is a straightforward generalization of what T. H. 
HILDEBRANDT calls the "modified Stieltjes «-/-integral" (see [3 , p. 2 7 3 ] and [9]). 
Our main theorem (given in 9 . 5 below) involves the norm-topology of ©,.; 
the choice of this topology has motivated our choice of the type of integral 
described in 9 .1 (see, however, 9 .8) . For the sake of brevity, will not be 
subjected to other topologies in this article. Nevertheless, it may be of interest 
to mention that our main results apply equally well to the ordinary Riemann— 
Stieltjes integral 1. 1 (1) when the latter is interpreted in the strong operator-
topology of (S,. 
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9.3 . The class of step-functions is the linear span of the set {e(i.): /. £ J\ 
(see 8 . 3 (3)). It is easily checked that, if and if g is the step-function 
¿£f(zd'de(i) (where i £ [2]), then 
9 .4 . T h e o r e m . Suppose that E, is a function on J which is of boun-
ded variation in then all members of ®{J) are (^.-integrable with respect 
to Er. 
P r o o f . Bounded variation is equivalent to the property <x>=f= Vl(£,),-. 
Observe that the conclusion of 8 . 6 is not restricted to the case r — 2. 
9.5 . M a i n t h e o r e m . Let E be a V(R, ;i)-type integrator, as defined 
in 6 .3 . Set lgp^oo and r£l(p). If f£°\¥P{j) then f is -integrable with 
respect to Er. Moreover 
where f is the step-function that was introduced in 8. 3 (4). 
9 .6 . We here recall some of the notation that was defined in 1.2. Sup-
pose / , £ / , and let E{l)°r denote the restriction of £ ( / ) to the set ¿°(/?,,") of 
simple functions. Let £(/),- be the continuous extension of E(l)\- to L,(R, <>); 
note that j£ (2) r ! , = |£0l) | , .=£oo (see 1.2 (3) and 6 . 3 (v)). The integrator 
Er is defined by the equality: £,.(/.) = £( ; . ) , . Note that \S(f; z)\r = \S(f; z ) , | r , 
where S ( f ; z) and S ( f ; z)r are the expressions defined in 7 . 3 (1) and 9.1 (1), 
respectively; this type of property justifies our using S ( f ; z ) instead of 
S ( f ; z)r in the following proof. 
P r o o f of 9 .5 . In the case r = 2, the conclusion follows from 9.4, 
the hypothesis 6 . 2 (iv), and from the fact (mentioned in 8. 1) that ^fv(J)cz 
cz®(J). Now for the case r=J=2. Note that r=f= 2 implies the inequalities 
l s / x o o , whence I ( p ) is an open interval containing the point 2. Con-
sequently, r£l(p) implies the existence of a number u in I(p) such that r 
lies between u and 2 ; this in turn implies the existence of a number m 
such that 
(2) i - = _ L m + J _ ( i _ m ) a n d 0 < /72 < 1. r 2 u 
(1) (®)j>g-dEr= 2 m - j E r { i ) = s ( f , 4 -
(vi) 
Set M = B(u,p)-E(u,p)- W(f)P ( < ° c since 6.7) . From 7 . 6 we see that 
(3) | S ( / ; z ) - S ( / ; z%<2M (z, z' £ ,3). 
Take any ¿ > 0 and let zE be as in 8 .2 . Take any two refinements z, z' of zc, 
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In order to prove the @,.-integrability of / , it will suffice to show that 
7 = S ( / ; z) — S ( f ; z') satisfies the relation 
(4) \T\r^Hn-E(2,oo)m-{2M)'~m. 
But from (2) and the Riesz—Thorin convexity theorem [20, p. 95] we have 
(5) m - ^ m » z ) - S { f \ Z')\2-(2M)1-'"; 
where the second inequality comes from (3). The conclusion (4) now comes 
from (5) and 8.6. The (5,-integrability of / having now been established, we 
turn to the proof of (vi). From 8 . 3 (4) and 9 . 3 (1) we see that 
(6) {&r)j>f-dE,~~S(f; 2% 
On the other hand, by replacing z' by zc in the preceding part of this proof, 
we obtain that T — S ( f ; z) — S ( f ; zs) satisfies (4), so that (6) gives the con-
clusion (vi). 
PART li 
9. 7. Suppose that E is a V(R, ,«)-type integrator (see 6.3). Set 1 ^ p ^ °o 
and r£l(p). Note that 
(in*) | (Gv) j>fdE,\^B(r, p) • E (/', p)- W(f)v; 
the existence of the integral was proved in 9.5, and the three numbers on 
the right-hand side were defined in 7.6, 6 .6, 7.1, respectively. The norm 
{/—* W(f)v\ makes 'Wp(J) into a Banach space, and from (iii*) it follows 
that the transformation E,- that is defined for each / in ^ f p i j ) by the equation 
E r ( f ) = (®r)j>f-dEr 
is a continuous mapping of "WpiJ) into Recall that the eventuality p = c« 
corresponds to the Hilbert space case r = 2. As p decreases to 1, the space 
^f1,(J) = c\fP contracts while the range of r expands: 
"W,,^ "W, = ¡all functions of bounded variation}, 
{2} = / ( o o ) C / ( / > ) c / ( l ) = ] l ,oo[ . 
9.8. In case the integrand / is continuous, then the conclusions of our 
Main Theorem (9.5) apply to the ordinary Riemann—Stieltjes integral. This 
can be seen as follows. Let us suppose for a moment that the letter / stands 
for a continuous function throughout this article; moreover, let us change the 
meaning of the symbolism 'int (/)' (that occurs only in 7 .2 and 8 .2) to mean 
'the closure of / ' . Under these circumstances, it is easily seen that the results 
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in § 7 — § 9 remain unchanged, while the integral that was defined in 9 .1 
becomes the Pollard—Moore—Stieltjes integral [3, p. 269]; the latter is in 
turn easily shown to coincide with the ordinary Riemann—Stieltjes integral 
[3, p. 269]. 
PART III 
10. Two applications to the theory of multipliers 
10.1. The forthcoming applications involve two orthonormal systems; 
in either case, the system is a denumerable family {0„:n£a} of complex-
valued, continuous functions on a compact interval J. In order to apply the 
results of Par t i , we specialize the measure space (/?,,«„) by taking R = a 
and ,u0 = counting measure; L° = L"(a, ft0). is henceforth to be interpreted as 
the class of all functions in aF(a) that vanish off finite subsets of a (the 
notation IF (a) is defined in 4. 2). Note that L,(a, ,«„) is now the space usually 
denoted /,.. 
10.2. D e f i n i t i o n s . I f / 6 © ( / ) and x £ t h e n i s the sequence 
y defined by 
(1) (/ # x)„ =y,, = Z Xr • (/• ®r • 07 (n £ a), 
where 0 7 is the function whose value at I is the complex conjugate of 
0,,(l). Let f# denote the mapping {x—>-/#x} defined on La. We write 
10.3. R e m a r k s . Hirschman [5,6] calls a "multiplier transforma-
tion". If fiS\l(r), we denote by the continuous extension of to lr 
(this is consistent with our previous notation, since the domain V of is 
dense in lr). 
Each of the forthcoming applications involve a V(a, ,«„)-type integrator 
E such that 
(vii) E(l) = for each I in J, 
where e(Z) is the step-function defined by 8 . 3 (3). 
10.4. T h e o r e m . Set I g p s w . if E is a V(a, u,)-type integrator 
that satisfies (vii), then 
0*) W J c n i l W i r i / W } ; 
more precisely: 
(ii) if f € ^f„{J) and r $ I(p), then / # 1 . = E , ( / ) ^ 
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P r o o f . Take from (vii) follows that JE(i) = (Je(i))# (see 4 .2 
(1)), whence 
(2) t2f(Zi>M0kr = 2№-JE.-(i) = S ( f ; z),.. 
Consequently, if z = z£ (as in 8.2), then 8 . 3 (4) and (2) show that 
j#r = S(f;2?)r. But, from 9 . 3 (1) and 8 . 3 ( 4 ) we see that S ( f ; z% = E,( / ' ; ) , 
so that f # r = E r ( f ) . In view of 9 . 5 (vi) therefore: 
(3) E , ( / ) = l i m / | r (convergence in &>). S-> 04-
Take x £ L° and n £ a. Consider the relation 
(4) ( / # x)„ = lim ( f # x)„ = ( E , ( / ) x ) „ ; 
the first equality is an easy consequence of 8 . 3 (5) and of the definition 
10.2 (1), while the second equality comes from (3) by observing that con-
vergence in implies pointwise convergence (which in turn comes from the 
fact that the norm ||x|| r coincides with the norm 92(x; a ) r ^ x n that was de-
fined in 4.2). Both conclusions (i*)—(ii) follow immediately from (4) and 9.5. 
10.5. First application. Set J = [— 1,1J and let {<Z>„ :n£a) be the system 
of normalized Legendre polynomials; a = {0 ,1 ,2 , . . . } . In this setting, H IRSCH-
MAN defines an operator Fx by means of the equation F% = e(?>)# (compare 
formula (5) in [7] with 10.2 (1)). Thus, if E(Z) is another notation for Fx, 
then E satisfies 10.3 (vii) by definition. HIRSCHMAN points out that £ is a 
resolution of the identity; the rest of the article [7] is devoted to the task of 
proving that E satisfies 6 . 3 (v). 
Consequently, the hypotheses of 10.4 follow from 6 . 2 — 6 . 3 : this esta-
blishes 10. 4 (i*)—2. 1 (i) and 10.4 (ii). 
10.6. Second application. Here </j„ (¿) = exp ( 2 n i n i ) for each /. in 
/ = [0,1] and n£a = {0, + 1 , ± 2 , + 3 , . . . } . If / € © ( / ) , let <p denote the 
sequence of Fourier coefficients of / . If x £ L° it is easy to show that 
( f # x ) n = ((p*x)„ = Z(pn-r-Xr (all n in a). 
The article [8] contains an interesting study of the operator in the present 
setting. If x £ /o, then // (X)x will denote the function y defined for all n in a 
by the following equality: 
(H^x)n = yu = Z e-7liXrxr ^—^ r-
where v=f=n. Let E be defined by the relation 10.3 (vii). It is easily seen 
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that E is the resolution of the identity pertaining to the self-adjoint operator 
//('!> = {x — //<">x}. Take x£L° and l ^ J . From 10.3 (vii) and 10 .2 (1) it 
immediately follows that £"(/)x = / / ( ? - > x — H ^ x + l x . Consequently, g 
^ ¿ | - H / / W | ( . + | / /<0 ) | , -gl +2-| / /<") | , .<oo (this last inequality has been proved 
by M . RIESZ [ 1 6 ] ) . Accordingly, E satisfies 6 . 3 (v), and from 6 . 2 we con-
clude that E is a V(a, ,"„)-type integrator that satisfies 10.3 (vii). The prop-
erties 10.4 (i*)—2.1 (i) and 10.4 (ii) are now a consequence of 10.4. 
Property 1 0 . 4 ( i * )—2.1 (i) has been proved by S T E C K I N in the case 
/7 = 1 ; HIRSCHMAN [ 5 ] discovered it in its present generality, and based his 
proof on S T E C K I N ' S result. 
10.7. Counter-examples. Let E and lr be as in 10 .6 ; as usual, E, de-
notes the extension to h- of the restriction of E to L". Suppose 1 
/ £ / ( p ) , and r=f= 2. In [12, p. 461] it has been established that E, is not of 
bounded variation: from 6.1 (2) it therefore follows that °o = 1/,(£,.),.. On 
the other hand, 10.6 and 10.4 (ii) imply the convergence of the integral 
/#,. = (<*,) j>fdEr (where %?„(/)), 
and from 9 . 8 we see that the ordinary Riemann—Stieltjes integral 
i 
/#'-= \m-dE,.(l) 
converges in Gv whenever / is a continuous member of %9 P(J) . In particular, 
i 
Tr = E,{1), 
0 
where Tr is the unitary shift operator defined by the relation Trx = {n—>-JC„+I} 
for all x in /, (see [12, p. 461]). 
It has been shown in [11] that there exists no spectral measure M 
(see 6 .1) such that 
i 
j' №-dE,.{k) = \f{).)-M{dl), 
I) ./ 
where / ( / ) = /. fur A £ / = [ 0 , 1] and r=£2. 
A P P E N D I X 
10.8. Lemma 7 . 5 can be inferred indirectly by observing that the in-
equality (6.2) of [19, p. 256] is based on calculations which remain valid in 
our slightly more general setting. The purpose of this appendix is to sketch 
a direct verification of 7 . 5 based on the pivotal lemma of [19]. We suppose 
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1 <p,q<oo and t = p-l + q~1>l throughout. The letters k, m, n, v consistently 
shall stand for non-negative integers. The letters a and b are subsequently 
reserved for functions whose domain are denoted [a] and [b], respectively. 
10.9. L e m m a . If [a] = [b] = { r : 0 < v ^ n + 1},. then there exists a 
number k^n such that k>0 and 
K+> bh;\ ^ n-'-SR (a; ; [6])9. 
P r o o f . See [19, p. 251] and the notation in 4 .2 . 
10.10. If [a] = { r : 0 < r ^ « + 1 } and k>0, then we define Tka as 
follows: 
!
am if 0 <m^k 
flm + iWi if m = k 
am+1 if k<m^n. 10.11. If [a] = [6] = { r : 0 o ^ n + l}, then 
71 + 1 V II V 
Z bv Z a<" — 2 (Tk b)v Z (Tk a)m = — Ofc+1 bic; t ~ 1 m=l r—1 >ii — l 
this routine calculation is performed in [19, p. 255]. 
10.12. Let §(n) be the class of all sequences c with range {co,ci,co, 
, . . . , c„+i} c : J such that c0 <Ci < c» <... < c„+i. We define (/0c)„, = ]cm-1, cm] and 
!
(I0c)m if 0<m<k 
(/oc)m U (/0c)»>+i if m = k 
(I0c)m+1 if k<m^n. 10.13. If F£&(J) (as in 4.2), then clearly 
(5) M V F o I o c i i c ^ V r i F ) , 
where [c] = {1, 2, 3 , . . . , n + 1} and (JFoI0c)m = JF((I0c)m) = F(cm) — F(cm.i) 
(see 4.2). Note further that Ikc^§{n—Y) and Tk(JFoI0c) = (/IFoIkc). 
10.14. If c,d£§(n) we set 
' « + 1 V 
Q(c, d) = Z (Jgolod)r Z(dfol0c)m. l'=l »« = 1 
Here / and g are as in 7.5. Note that 
n+1 
( 6 ) Zf(cr)<4g°kd)r = Q(c, d) +f(co)(g(dn+i)—g(d0)). 
r=l 
10.15..If c,d£§{n), then there exist c* and d* in $(/1 — 1) such that 
| Q(c, d) | si n-'• Vp(/)• V 9 ( g ) +1 Q(c\ </')|. 
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P r o o f . Set b = JgoI0d and a = z / /o / 0 c; from 10.9 and 10.13 (5) 
there exists therefore a number k ^ n such that 
and the conclusion now follows from 10.11 and the remarks made in 10.13. 
10.16. L e m m a . Let V(0) = 1 and i p ( v ) = v. If c,d£§(n), then 
IQ^d^VAfyv.Ag)- ¿(Hi'T; 
the proof is a simple induction argument based on 10. 15. 
10.17. Let A(p,q) be the number that was introduced in 7 .5 . It follows 
from 10.16 that \Q{c,d)\^Vv{f)-Vq(g)-A{p,q). The conclusion 7 . 5 is now 
an easy consequence of 10.14 (6). Compare with the notation of 7 . 3 (1). 
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Errata 
Errata Corrige 
Da pag. 227, riga 36, a pag. 228, riga 3, dappertutto C LC 
pag. 228, riga 8 
pag. 228, riga 8 
pag. 228, riga 8 
pag. 228, riga 9 
pag. 228, riga 11 
C 
C — BD 
(CD//) 
r ' c / ) 
c n / / * 
LC 
LC = BD 
( L C FL H) 
( R ' I C R ) 
LCHH* 
Questi errori sono stati segnalati all'autore da Z. JANKO (Listica, Jugoslavia). 
